
Here is the run report for run no. 420 

 

Date : 12.08.01 

Place : Forêt des Fausses Reposes 

Hares : Old Banger 

Attendance : 18  

 

Whoosh Whoosh Whoosh Whoosh Whoosh Whoosh  

Sunday afternoon, Star Date : Ø16ñµ (Alien for 2001-August 12): an alien ship from Alpha Centauri was 

hovered over a wooded area just outside of the southwest Parisian gathering site of the notorious gang 

known as the Sans Clue Hash. 

As the ship hovered at a safe distance overhead, the hashers were observed engaging in a variety of 

strange behaviors that the Aliens perceived as either MATING RITUALS or signs of dementia. As the 

aliens watched , strange elixirs in green bottles were drunk in an apparent attempt to boost courage or 

libido, which of these, the aliens were not able to yet determine. Being very advanced and highly 

evolved organisms, the aliens had a highly advanced language translator and with their Stellar 

Positioning System (SPS) mapping system, they to translate the earthling's language which appeared to 

be a mixture of English and French. With this translation device the Aliens were able to capture the 

names of the many of the earthlings subjects. Since the Aliens had studied many episodes of Star Trek 

and Mission Impossible (the Aliens had Satellite TV!) they knew code names were being used for the 

purposes of deception and covert operations. The aliens theorized that the use of false identities may be 

for the bizarre earthling mating rituals that the Aliens had previously observed on the earthling's 

documentary television shows Ally McBeal and Sex 'n the City. In these carefully studied documentaries, 

the Aliens learned that pretending to be someone other that their real selves was a standard part of the 

earthling's mating rituals. Using the Alien's historical database for Earth, they were able to decipher 

some of the Hash Code Names into "real names". Despite the Hasher's clever Hash name aliases, the 

aliens were able to determine the following:  

 Ma Bouche - face matched to a Hillary Clinton - a former Madame of the notorious and 

secretive "White House" where plump young women serviced the primary male resident. 

 Old Banger - an ancient Sausage?? Truly 

a weird name 

 Deep Throat - formerly known as Linda 

Lovelace, a pornography starlet from the 70s who 

now appears to be long been past her prime – 

AND HOW! 

 Handy-height - a former Harlem 

Globetrotter basketball player 

 Neanderthal - a very old earth creature 

with a very small brain and lack of advanced skills 

 SharpSHooter - an expert with a gun, 

formerly known as Lee Harvey Oswald - killer of 

John F Kennedy  

Suddenly before the aliens were able to complete 

the cross mapping of the aliases, the earthlings 

must have been frightened by Old Banger for they 

all started running into the forests screaming "On 

On". It must have been the lecherous look on Old 

Banger's face and what appeared to be a large 

bag of a white powdered drug , probably used for 

drugging earthlings for the purposes of enslaving 

them. The earthlings ran haphazardly away from 

Old Banger and his bag of drugs. On and On they 

ran. The earthling Hasers were often observed to 

be in great states of frenzy and confusion. Upon 

seeing demonic circles drawn on the ground, they 



ran in different directions upon seemingly without any clue as where to go or what to do or whom to 

follow. At one point the Old Banger was able to capture the former basket ball player, Handy-Height and 

carried her off. After having his way with her, he ran off in search of other prey. MaBouche was also 

seen being carried off into the bushes amidst much screaming. This carrying off of the females 

persuasion of the species appeared to be one of the barbaric Virgin Sacrifices that the aliens had heard 

about. However, the as these females were not sacrificed, the aliens concluded that these must not have 

met the Virgin qualifications.  

Eventually, this group of earthlings fell into a ZOMBIE like trance and performed demonic chants and 

rituals in a witches circle. The uncooperative Hashers were fouced to swallow a golden bubbly 

concoction that some poured over their heads while being taunted and ridiculed. The concoction 

appeared to have a very close resemblance to humane urine. The Aliens noted that this was a very 

primative lifeform! One earthling, the one called Neanderthal, appeared to have been selected for 

special punishment and was forced to sit on a block of ice while others poured this urine-like liquid over 

him. 

Soon the earth creatures began chanting loudly and making pointing gestures over their heads chanting 

over and over again: "COMING FOR TO CARRY ME HOME". The Aliens concluded that these earthlings 

must have detected the Aliens' presence and were pointing to their space ship demanding to be carried 

to the Aliens' home. Definitely wanting no part of this, the Aliens quickly escaepd in WARP SPEED 

ESCAPE mode! 

 

STAR LOG entry : EARTH - NO intelligent life forms found - burp! - On-On. 

Dan 

 

 
 

Down-downs 

Hare : Old Banger 

 

Criminals : 

Visiters :    Scandal from Australia, mtc by directory and Two Can, mtc by Scandal, Fucking Fan from 

France, mtc by himself, and Rolling in It from Lebanon, mtc by Neanderthal 

Virgin Visiter : Niels and Peter from Munich, mtc by Two Can and Scandal  



Returnees : Aquasex, Sharp Shooter, Dan, Whipping Boy 

 

For : 

Burping loudly : Cultured 

Leaving for good : Neanderthal 

Not listening : Aquasex 

Being out of beer : Old Banger 

 

Racism against Germans : Ma Bouche 

Finding the race lovely : Peter 

Stopping bringing grapes : Neanderthal 

Not drinking : Dan, Cultured 

Running with just one sock on : Niels 

Being a complete prick : Orange Slip 

Lost property : Sharp Shooter 

Not sending Hash Trash number 415 

: Sharp Shooter 

 

Pointing in the circle : Scandal, 

Handy Height 

 

Bringing Autralians to the Hash : 

Whipping Boy, Scandal, Two Can 

 

Fooling train inspector : Rolling in it, 

Neanderthal 

 

Calling people vitrine and latrine : 

Ma Bouche, Neanderthal 

 

Looking like a non hasher : Fucking 

Fan 

 

Mentionning the Cricket : Scandal 

 

Missing his mouth when drinking 

beer : Peter 

 

Silly hat : Cock a Pully 

 

Not wearing Hash Clothes : Handy 

Height, Whipping Boy 

 

Kidnapping : Handy Heights, Old 

Banger 

Sex on the hash : Ma Bouche, Orange Slip 

 

Eating in the circle : Peter 

Sitting in the circle  Whipping Boy 

 

Lost memory : Deep Throat 

GM : Ma Bouche 

Irrelevancy : Aquasex 

OnOn 

SharpShooter 


